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A B S T R A C T

In hot press forming, changes of mechanical properties in boron steel blanks have been a setback in trimming
the final shape components. This paper presents investigation of kerf width and heat affected zone (HAZ) of
ultra high strength 22MnB5 steel cutting. Sample cutting was conducted using a 4 kW Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
laser machine with 10.6 µm wavelength with the laser spot size of 0.2 mm. A response surface methodology
(RSM) using three level Box-Behnken design of experiment was developed with three factors of peak power,
cutting speed and duty cycle. The parameters were optimised for minimum kerf width and HAZ formation.
Optical evaluation using MITUTOYO TM 505 were conducted to measure the kerf width and HAZ region. From
the findings, laser duty cycle was crucial to determine cutting quality of ultra-high strength steel; followed by
cutting speed and laser power. Meanwhile, low power intensity with continuous wave contributes the narrowest
kerf width formation and least HAZ region.

1. Introduction

Carbon footprint has been a global major issue especially in
automotive sectors. Lightweight design focusing on the vehicle chassis
has been considered as its ability to reduce large amount of weight thus
improving the fuel consumption. Ultra high strength steel (UHSS) has
been introduced in 1984 by Saab Automobile and the demand were
increasing ever since [1,2]. Hot stamped material has been applied in
certain parts in the automotive chassis such as A-pillar, B pillar and
bumper. 22MnB5 is one of the UHSS family that initially was a boron
steel that undergo hot pressed process before been cooled to experience
martensitic transformation [3]. Changes of mechanical properties has
been the significant setback in trimming the material into its final
shape due to high tensile strength that could be uneconomical to be
trim by conventional stamping process. Tang et al. [4] mentioned that
subsequent operation after hot stamped are difficult due to high
process forces and associated high wear of cutting tools.

Industrial demand together with advanced sources processing
technology evolution has made laser processing as an alternate choice
in trimming sheet metals with superior properties. Non-contact
application with high cutting quality added by cost effectiveness has
made laser processing fulfill the niche demand by industry. Laser
cutting widely used in metallic and non-metallic materials such as
polymer, composites or ceramics [5–7]. Laser has been used to trim the

22MnB5 in local industry as it offers high precision cut quality
compared to conventional methods.

Research focusing on special materials such as ultra high strength
steel is less favour due to machine capabilities limitation. Most authors
were focusing on the power intensity and cutting speed. Laser cutting
of advance high strength steel (AHSS) by Lamikiz et al. [2] resulted in
combined effect of laser power and cutting speed on kerf width
formation. Meanwhile, effect of laser power and cutting speed on
conventional metals cutting quality has been studied extensively by
various authors [8–14]. This is in agreement with Radovanovic [15]
where 86% of laser cutting research has included cutting speed and
laser power as main input parameters. Most author has come out with
conclusion that positive interaction happened between laser power and
kerf width while negative effect occurred by reducing the cutting speed
[10,16–18]. Relation between cutting speed were also studied by Yilbas
[19], Cekic et al. [8], Hascalik [10] and Eltawahni et al. [12]. Increment
of cutting speed reduced kerf width formation and HAZ region,
whereas the higher laser power produced inverse results
[9,12,13,20]. In laser cutting of 4 mm thickness SS 304 stainless steel,
reduction of kerf width ratio was obtained by increasing the cutting
speed.

Apart from laser power and cutting speed, processing mode affected
the quality of cut [14,20–22]. Cutting of 4130 steel at higher duty
cycles produced wider kerf and thicker HAZ region [20] whereas by
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